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Autonomous e-Coaching in the Wild:
Empirical Validation of a Model-Based
Reasoning System
Bart Kamphorst, Michel Klein and Arlette van Wissen1
Abstract Autonomous e-coaching systems have the potential to improve people’s health
behaviors on a large scale. The intelligent behavior change support system eMate exploits a
model of the human agent to support individuals in adopting a healthy lifestyle. The system
attempts to identify the causes of a person’s non-adherence by reasoning over a computational
model (COMBI) that is based on established psychological theories of behavior change. The
present work presents an extensive, monthlong empirical validation study (N=82) of eMate in
which participants were coached in their everyday life — using a mobile app and a website
— towards taking the stairs more often. The eMate reasoning mechanism is evaluated on its
accuracy and its ability to promote behavior change. Results show that eMate (i) identifies and
accurately targets the problematic constructs for an individual and (ii) positively affects behavior
change through tailored interventions.

9.1

Introduction

Advances in pervasive computing and agent systems are opening up new possibilities for intelligent decision support. Owing to their ability to constantly and unobtrusively monitor behavior
and provide support, ambient agents are increasingly being incorporated in decision support systems for aiding self-improvement in aspects of people’s daily life. Systems that can help negotiate
a good price for a new house Hindriks and Jonker (2009), offer support for in-store purchases
van der Heijden (2006), or coach one towards more efficient energy consumption Midden and
Ham (2009) are only a few examples of how intelligent decision support systems (IDSS) can
contribute to people’s self-improvement. Healthy living is one of the domains in which the potential of IDSS is especially large. Using modern, persuasive technologies to support and coach
1

The authors are mentioned in alphabetical order and have made a comparable contribution to the article.
This chapter will appear as Kamphorst, B.A., Klein, M.C.A, and Wissen, A. van. Autonomous e-coaching in the
wild: Empirical Validation of a Model-Based Reasoning System. Proceedings of the 13th International Conference on
Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems (AAMAS 2014), Lomuscio, Scerri, Bazzan, Huhns (eds.), May, 5–9, 2014,
Paris, France, 2014 (to appear).
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people to increase their level of self-monitoring and to adhere to a healthy lifestyle may aid in
decreasing the cost of health-care services as well as the work load of medical professionals Glasgow, Chance, Toobert, Brown, Hampson, and Riddle (1997); Ownby, Waldrop-Valverde, Jacobs,
Acevedo, and Caballero (2013); Smith, Cromwell, DePue, Spring, Redd, and Unrod (2007). At
the same time, these technologies are able to provide information that is closely tailored to the
needs of an individual Krebs, Prochaska, and Rossi (2010); Noar, Benac, and Harris (2007). Although such technologies are receiving more and more attention, implementing and especially
evaluating decision support systems remains challenging. Models and guidelines concerned with
behavior change support are often not evaluated beyond being tested in restricted contexts and
with prototypes. Studies examining the effects of fully functional IDSS on behavior change in
daily settings are still limited in number (see Section 9.2 for an elaborate discussion). Considering the potential impact of IDSS on people’s decision making and behavior, validation of these
systems — especially when they are concerned with sensitive domains such as health or safety
— is essential and deserves attention.
The eMate system is a versatile e-coaching system that is designed to coach people towards lasting behavior change in health domains such as maintaining a healthy diet, regulating medicine intake and therapy adherence. It relies on a model of behavior change, called the
COMBI model (Klein, Mogles, and van Wissen, 2011), which consists of constructs that represent the cognitive and emotional states of a user that are related to different stages of behavior
change. In this paper an extensive, monthlong validation study of the eMate system is presented,
in which 82 Dutch participants (all students) received support from eMate to take the stairs more
often. The performance of the system is evaluated with regard to a) the method of determining
the content of the support and b) the effect of the support. With respect to these measures, three
hypotheses were formulated and tested:
H1 eMate identifies and accurately targets the problematic constructs for an individual;
H2 eMate’s interventions do not have a negative effect on the constructs for coachees;
H3 targeting by eMate improves construct values and promotes stage progression.
Section 9.4 elaborates on these hypotheses. Results show that H1 and H3 are confirmed, but that
H2 has to be rejected on account of small but significant decreases for the constructs commitment
and social norms (but see Section 9.6.2 for explanations).
This paper is structured as follows. Section 9.3 introduces the eMate system and describes the
COMBI model of behavior change. In Section 9.4 the details of the empirical validation study are
presented. Section 9.5 presents the results, which are further discussed in Section 9.6. Finally,
in Section 9.7 we conclude that the eMate system can be successfully used to target causes of
non-adherence and that employing eMate promotes behavior change.

9.2

Evaluating IDSS

To provide effective and accurate support that is consistent with the current state of the user,
IDSS need to have knowledge of the domain as well as knowledge of the user. Such knowledge
can be used by exploiting models that draw on insights from psychology, sociology, neurology
and other disciplines. Computational models have shown their merit in mapping the interplay
between human emotion, cognition and behavior, and enable reasoning about transitions in these
over time (e.g., Bosse, Hoogendoorn, Klein, Treur, van der Wal, and van Wissen (2013); Sabater
and Sierra (2005)).
When insights from other disciplines are translated to formal models that form the core of
decision support systems, the questions are a) whether the models provide a valid representation
160
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of human states (e.g., attitude, behavior, beliefs), and b) whether the systems that use such
models are able to actually achieve change in those states.
Although these questions are crucial for the scientific validity of agent-based support systems,
they are often only partly addressed in research. Promising models are regularly presented that
have not yet been implemented or only as a prototype (e.g., Aleven, Mclaren, Roll, and Koedinger
(2006); Li (2007)). Many support systems validations focus on ‘face validity’, expert evaluations
or exploring hypothetical scenarios (e.g., Pommeranz, Wiggers, Brinkman, and Jonker (2012);
van der Zwaan, Geraerts, Dignum, and Jonker (2012)). Although these approaches can provide valuable observations for further development and eventual use, they do not provide the
insights that come from analyzing human-agent interaction between the system and target users
in everyday life.
Alternatively, simulations can provide an answer to validation questions by comparing model
outputs to data from particular domains. Yet there are many cases in which data is not readily
available (for example when modeling emergency or security scenarios), or when it is difficult
to establish the degree to which the used data will reflect future behavior (for example when
modeling stock markets).
Another approach is to implement the model in a simplified context, and explore performance
in a lab setting or a gaming context (Dias and Paiva (2013); Lin and Kraus (2010)). Although
human behavior in experiments in these settings can add supportive evidence about establishing
behavior change, the complexity and dynamics of human-agent interaction are not taken in to
account. Using virtual worlds of training or serious gaming to test support systems can address
this issue (Baranowski, Buday, Thompson, and Baranowski, 2008; Silverman, Pietrocola, Nye,
Weyer, Osin, Johnson, and Weaver, 2012), yet the effect of support on behavior in everyday life,
i.e., ‘in the wild’, is still not a part of the equation.
Conducting experiments with people is timely and costly1 , and consequently decision support
systems are often not thoroughly tested to see if the desired outcomes were established. The
question of whether a decision support systems can establish the desired change is the motivation
for the present work. The participants of the study visited the lab only once for purposes of
recruitment, then used the eMate system continuously for a period of one month.

9.3

eMate and the COMBI model

The COMBI model — depicted in Figure 9.1 — is the result of careful formalization and integration of several well-established psychological theories of behavior change (Klein et al., 2011;
Klein, Mogles, and van Wissen, 2013a). It uses the idea of stages of change from the Transtheoretical Model (Prochaska and DiClemente, 1984) to describe phases of the behavior change process.
The five consecutive stages are precontemplation (PC), contemplation (C), preparation (P), action
(A), and maintenance (M). COMBI considers sixteen different constructs that influence each other
and these stages. Table 9.1 lists the different constructs.2
The eMate system is an intelligent, autonomous e-coaching system designed to promote behavior change. An e-coach is an IDSS with the objectives to reinforce current attitudes, making
them more resistant to change, to change a person’s response (behavior), and to shape a pattern
of behavior where such one did not exist beforehand, in line with those of persuasive systems
(Oinas-Kukkonen and Harjumaa, 2008). eMate monitors the behavior of coachees to determine
1

It has even led researchers to create a method for designing computer agents specifically for the purpose of
evaluating other agent systems! See Lin, Oshrat, and Kraus (2012).
2
Information about the origin of each construct can be found in Klein et al. (2011).
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Figure 9.1: The integrated model of behavior change COMBI

adherence to health goals and uses a website (Figure 9.3) and a mobile phone app (Figure 9.2)
to interact with the coachees (Klein, Mogles, and van Wissen, 2013b).
eMate uses rule-based reasoning with the COMBI model to hypothesize about the stage of
change of a coachee and the constructs that cause non-adherence. Once the current stage of
change of the coachee is determined (from the intake survey), it is checked for all constructs
related to the consecutive stage of change whether their values are up to date, because those are
the constructs that can contribute to change. If a value v is out of date, a telephone question is
sent to the coachee to obtain a new value for this construct (see for an example Figure 9.2b).1
When it turns out that the new v is lower than threshold ⌧ (in this case if v  5, indicating
that it is a problematic construct), the constructs that relate to that construct are investigated.
Pseudocode for this algorithm can be found in Algorithm 1. After the constructs are investigated,
a target is randomly chosen from all constructs that have a value below 7.2 This target is the
construct that will be the subject of the intervention message sent to the user (see for an example
Figure 9.2c). The messages are assembled automatically by eMate from 3 components: a summary of the coachee’s behavior in the last few days with respect to his/her goal, construct-related
motivational text (for each target, eMate chose from 3 alternative texts), and a concluding remark (similar to the message structure used in Sorbi, Mak, Houtveen, Kleiboer, and van Doornen
(2007)).
For this particular study, domain information about taking the stairs was added to eMate
to use in the messages.3 Furthermore, an additional monitoring instrument (i.e., an Android
widget, see Figure 9.2a) was developed and added to the regular eMate app.The interface of the
widget showed coachees how many stairs they had taken today and in total from the start of
the experiment. With each tap on the widget one flight of stairs was counted (where one flight
is defined as all the steps between two floors). The widget worked online as well as offline; it
1
This implies that it is also possible to use the system without a full intake survey, as the values for the constructs
will be determined when necessary.
2
A threshold of 7 was chosen to make sure that there was sufficient variety in messages.
3
This information was checked by several health psychologists and communication experts.
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Table 9.1: The constructs of the model
construct
susceptibility
severity
pros/cons
emotions
social norms
barriers
skills
cues
threat
attitude
self-efficacy
coping
strategies
mood
high-risk situations
awareness
motivation
commitment

description
likeliness of being affected by consequences of the
behavior
severity of the consequences of the behavior
beliefs about the importance of the behavior change
feelings concerning the behavior change
influence of culture and environment of a person
practical obstacles that prevent behavior change
experience and capabilities to overcome the barriers
environmental or physical stimuli
perceived risk of continuing to perform behavior
beliefs, emotions and dispositions towards behavior
perceived behavioral control
ability to deal with tempting situations and cues
temporary state of mind defined by feelings and dispositions
contexts/environments that influence a person’s behavior
conscious knowledge of one’s health condition, the
health threat and the influence of current behavior
incentives to perform goal-directed actions
(intellectual or emotional) binding to a course of action

Algorithm 1 Finding the problematic constructs for behavior change
C the set of all constructs in the model graph
S the ordered set of all stages of change:{P C < C < P < A < M }
si the current stage of change si of the user, si 2 S
s j the stage that directly succeeds si , s j 2 S
⌧i
the threshold for construct i
li
the lifetime for a value of construct i
pr oblem list of problematic constructs, initially empty
for all ck 2 C do
. cycle through all constructs linked to the stage
if connec t ed(ck , s j ) then
INVESTIGATE(ck )
end if
end for
function INVESTIGATE(construct ci )
if value(ci ) = ; OR ag e(ci ) > l i then
update ci
if value(ci ) < ⌧i then
pr o blem
pr o blem + ci
for all c j6=i 2 C do
if connec t ed(c j , ci ) AND age(c j ) < l j then
path
INVESTIGATE(c j )
end if
end for
end if
end if
end function

. ask user questions about this construct
. up-to-date value is indeed below threshold

. recursively investigate constructs on this
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Figure 9.2: The Stairs Counter smartphone apps.

synchronized its data unobtrusively in the background with the eMate server whenever it had a
network connection.

9.4

Evaluation method

The evaluative study was concerned with improving people’s stairs taking behavior. All participants were asked to monitor the number of stairs they climbed for four weeks. After one week,
a new goal was set, based on individual behavior in that first week (the new goal was a 10%
increase). Participants then received three weeks of remote coaching to reach that goal. In the
study, half of the messages were automatically generated by eMate, and half were written by
human (non-expert) coaches.1 It was ensured that all messages shared the same format and
informational content with respect to the constructs (this was enforced by the way the human
coaches could write the messages). The participants received questions and messages on the
smartphone app could also view these on the eMate website. On that same website, participants
could monitor their progress and see a motivational picture relating to the stairs they had already
climbed (see Figure 9.3).
Participants were asked fill out an intake questionnaire at the beginning of the study and an
post questionnaire at the end. Both questionnaires were filled out online and consisted of several
validated surveys as well as some single items, all pertaining to the model constructs. The intake
questionnaire also included questions about demographics; the post questionnaire had additional
questions about user experience (not discussed in this work).2 At the end, participants were
thanked for their participation and payed e10 for their efforts.
The answers from the intake questionnaire served as initial data points for the model. For this
purpose, answers pertaining to the same construct were aggregated and transformed into a value
between 0–10 using a conversion script, which used the keys for the validated questionnaires.
The conversion made sure that for all constructs a higher score is better (so, a higher score for
barriers means that there were less barriers).
1

This is because the experimental setup was also used to answer a different research question. For this reason, the
study also included a deception component — some people were deceived into believing that they received one type
of coaching (human or eMate) while in reality they received the other — but these are not relevant for the purposes
of this evaluation and are therefore ignored here.
2
All used surveys (in Dutch) can be found at http://bit.ly/stairs_surveys.
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Figure 9.3: The eMate website showing a picture of a building with an equivalent number of stairs
as the participant has taken (here: the Rocky Steps).

With regard to the evaluation of eMate, the study had three main objectives. The first was to
evaluate whether eMate’s model-based diagnosis Davis (1984) — the identification of specific,
problematic constructs that are preventing behavior change — was accurate and that eMate correctly targeted those low constructs. The second was that we would find no adverse effects of
using the eMate system. The third was whether the targeted interventions positively affected
the problematic constructs and progress through stages. In line with the objectives, we formulated and tested the three hypotheses listed in Section 9.1. For H1 we examined whether low
constructs as identified by the coachees at intake were identified as problematic constructs by
the eMate system. In addition, we studied the differences between the intake survey values for
constructs and the (mathematically) derived construct values. For H2 we compared the constructs that were targeted by intervention messages with the constructs that were identified as
problematic. So, for H2 to be confirmed, it had to be the case that each targeted construct was
element of the set of problematic constructs. Furthermore, we examined if coachees improved
their stage of change. Finally, for H3 we compared the construct values derived from the evaluation questionnaire with the construct values from the intake questionnaire. In addition, we
tested whether the coachees had progressed through the stages and whether any constructs from
the intake were correlated with progression through the stages.

9.5

Results

For the analyses, two data sets were used. Of the 82 participants who started with the study, 8
(9.8%) quit early and did not complete the post questionnaire. Data set A (N=74) contains all
people who participated in the study and filled out both the intake and the evaluation questionnaires. Data set A0 (N=65) excludes non-active coachees, which we defined as coachees for whom
more than 40% of the widget data was missing. After one week of monitoring, eMate automatically set a goal for people of a 10% increase compared to the first week. Of the 74 coachees, 34
(46%) approved of their target goal, 12 (16%) thought it was set too high, 13 (18%) thought it
was set too low, and 15 (20%) were undecided. We assume that everyone who approved of their
target goal or found it to be too low, did find the goal attainable. Indeed, attainability of the goal
was positively correlated with goal striving — improvement compared to the first week (Pearson’s
r=0.28, p-value=0.025) — and actual goal attainment (Pearson’s r=0.42, p-value=0.0005). The
following three subsections discuss the results pertaining the the three hypotheses.
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Table 9.2: Error for calculated construct values using max and min strategies.
Construct
threat
attitude
self-efficacy
awareness
motivation
commitment

9.5.1

PRE error
Max Min
1.99 2.42
1.20 4.70
1.95 2.55
0.89 5.59
6.19 2.59
0.55 6.88

POST error
Max Min
2.22 2.00
1.05 5.04
1.59 3.24
2.69 5.38
5.47 2.59
1.15 6.86

Model-based diagnostics (H1)

During the study, a total of 448 messages were generated, of which 415 were received (from the
others no explicit acknowledgement of receipt was returned by the phone, possibly because of
network problems). For testing whether eMate accurately targeted the problematic constructs,
we (re)generated the list of problematic constructs on the basis of 1) the intake questionnaire
(using the conversion script described in Section 9.4) and 2) the results of the reasoning process.
We compared this list to the targets of the messages that were sent to the coachees. We expected
that each targeted construct was an element of the set of problematic constructs. Indeed, we
found that this was the case for all 415 messages that were sent.
We also expected the mean initial value of the targeted constructs to be lower than the initial
value of the constructs that were not targeted. This would be another indication that the system
accurately chooses the right constructs to target. We found that this was the case: at the start
of the intervention, the mean value of constructs that were targeted for an individual was 4.70,
compared to 7.59 for constructs that were not targeted (t-test, p-value < 2.2e-16).
Another aspect of the evaluation of the model-based diagnoses is the analysis of the combination functions that capture the influences between constructs in the model. The COMBI model
is developed as a computational model with the aim to eventually use the model to predict user
states in order to pro-actively target possible bottlenecks. For the present study, the reasoning
mechanism did not make predictions for the constructs, but instead used user input in the form
of question answers and widget data. A comparison of several simple mathematical combination
functions to predict construct values was done in Klein et al. (2013b). It was concluded that an
algorithm of taking the maximum of inputs performed reasonably well (average error of 1.74 on
a scale of 0-10). As inputs the values at the top level of the model were used; the output values
were compared with the values that were derived from the questionnaires. Similar analyses using a max and a min strategy were done for data set A, both for the values from the pre and post
questionnaires. Results can be found in Table 9.2.
From Table 9.2 it follows that there are quite consistent performances of max and min with
respect to the pre and post construct values. There are however some notable differences: for
threat min performs slightly better, and although max performs best for commitment and awareness, the mean error for those construct values vary greatly. Overall, it seems that max is a
reasonably good strategy for all constructs except motivation, where min is clearly the better
strategy. This combined max-min strategy results results in an overall mean error (for pre and
post together) of 1.70.
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Table 9.3: Differences in construct values before (a) and after (b), largest group in bold.
Construct
susceptibility
severity
skills
cues
threat
mood
pros cons
emotions
barriers
social norms
attitude
coping
awareness
motivation
commitment
self-efficacy

9.5.2

b-a < 0
23
10
25
6
15
25
14
12
6
42
13
20
5
12
7
21

b-a = 0
25
53
16
53
48
14
41
49
10
15
54
5
68
25
66
8

b-a > 0
26
11
33
15
11
35
19
13
58
17
7
49
1
37
1
45

b-a 0
51
64
49
68
59
49
60
62
68
32
61
54
69
62
67
53

No negative effects (H2)

We expected that the total intervention (i.e. monitoring and coaching) would have no clear
negative effects. Table 9.3 shows whether people did worse, stayed neutral, or improved with
respect to the COMBI constructs. Most coachees stayed the same with regard to awareness
and commitment, but there seems to be promising improvement in barriers (58), coping (49),
motivation (37), and self-efficacy (37) for data set A.
Table 9.4 shows the means of all COMBI model constructs before and after the intervention
(data set A). Three constructs were improved significantly by the coaching: barriers, coping
and motivation. For the constructs of social norms and commitment there was a significant decrease. These findings are further discussed in Section 9.6. Finally, an analysis was performed
Table 9.4: Construct µ before (a) and after (b).
* Significant at <0.05, ** significant at <0.01.
Construct
susceptibility
severity
skills
cues
threat
mood
proscons
emotions
barriers
social norms
attitude
coping
awareness
motivation
commitment
selfefficacy

µa
6.87
4.60
7.51
9.05
6.26
6.93
8.10
7.50
4.37
4.62
8.78
6.50
9.89
3.16
9.73
6.05

a

1.37
2.45
0.98
1.47
1.65
1.27
1.97
2.90
2.66
2.14
2.46
1.75
0.93
2.71
1.63
1.37

µb
6.85
4.66
7.69
9.34
6.10
6.91
8.19
7.50
8.20
3.78
8.38
7.26
9.38
4.26
8.92
6.65

b

1.40
2.24
1.74
1.36
1.54
2.26
2.05
2.90
2.40
3.08
2.36
2.32
2.34
2.92
3.13
2.47

p
0.94
0.83
0.46
0.11
0.44
0.92
0.75
1.00
1.48E-14**
0.0042**
0.18
0.0086**
0.087
0.0048**
0.033*
0.059

that focused on the participants’ problematic constructs for behavior change. For all participants
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Table 9.5: Increase in values of problematic constructs.
** Significant at < 0.01.
problematic
construct
severity
motivation
barriers
threat
emotion
self-efficacy
coping

% of participants
92 %
86 %
77 %
55 %
46 %
32 %
27 %

improved?
(p)
0.07
6.826E-07**
2.2E-16**
0.001**
3.768E-05**
3.872e-05**
0.004**

it was established whether their problematic constructs had increased at the end of the experiment (which differs from Table 9.4, where all the start and end values of the constructs were
compared independent of whether they were problematic). The constructs that were identified
as problematic for more than 25% of the participants, as well as the p-value for improvement
(1-tailed paired t-test), can be found in Table 9.5. In line with the analysis shown in Table 9.4,
motivation, barriers and coping all significantly improved. Additionally, threat, emotion and selfefficacy showed significant improvement. Of all constructs that were problematic for at least
25% of the participants, only severity — which was most often identified as problematic — did
not increase significantly.

9.5.3

Effects of targeting (H3)

The effects of the intervention were measured in a number of ways, from recorded stairs use
to reported elevator use, and from stage improvement to construct improvement. Results from
the former measures are discussed elsewhere. Here, we focus on the measures pertaining to the
COMBI model. We examine the change in the stages of change and the effect of the messages on
the targeted constructs.
9.5.3.1

Stages of Change

In data set A we found no significant differences between begin and end stage (Wilcoxon signed
rank test: p=0.25). However, when the inactive participants were removed (A0, N=65), a significant improvement (p<0.05 level) was visible (p-value = 0.046). An interpretation of this result
is given in Section 9.6.3. Since most participants started out in a stage that corresponded to good
performance (A or M, N=56), another analysis was performed that focused on the participants
that were in a stage in which they could improve, i.e. in stages PC, P, or C1 . Participants who
started in stage PC, P or C (N=18) improved significantly over the course of the study (one-tailed
paired t-test, p=0.0008). On average they improved one stage. Those who started in A and M
did not change significantly.
We also tested whether any of the constructs was correlated to end stage. We found that only
one was: self-efficacy at intake was strongly correlated with the final stage (Pearson’s r=0.32,
p-value = 0.0048).
1

In M they could not improve and participants could only progress from A to M when they performed the behavior
for 6 consecutive months, which is longer than the duration of the study.
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Discussion
Table 9.6: Change in values for (targeted) constructs (ordered by frequency).
** Significant at p<0.01.
Construct
motivation
barriers
severity
social norms
coping
self-efficacy
susceptibility
skills
emotions
mood
threat
attitude
pros cons
commitment
cues
awareness

9.5.3.2

#
34
31
30
29
26
25
25
24
19
19
16
6
4
2
2
1

target
1.7941
4.7742
0.000
-1.2759
1.3462
0.8000
0.7200
1.4167
1.5789
0.3684
0.3750
0.8333
5.2500
0.0000
1.5000
–

¬target
0.5000
3.2326
0.1136
-0.5556
0.4375
0.4898
-0.3877
-0.4200
-0.5455
-0.1636
-0.3103
-0.5147
-0.2000
-0.8333
0.2500
–

p-value
0.0822
0.0563
0.8524
0.2293
0.1299
0.6108
0.0020**
0.0001**
0.0038**
0.3900
0.0628
0.1772
0.0547
0.9471
0.5568
–

Change in targeted constructs

Of the 415 motivational messages sent, 122 messages targeted a construct for an individual
coachee for the second or third time. Thus, 293 constructs–person combinations were targeted.
We calculated the change in the mean value for the constructs between the start of the study
and the end. The mean value of the 293 targeted constructs increased with 1.23 on average (on
a 10-point scale), while the mean value of 891 non-targeted constructs decreased with 0.056
(t-test, p-value = 1.124e-10).
On the level of the individual constructs, the change in values between targeted and nontargeted constructs is less clear. Table 9.6 lists the constructs, the number of coachees for which
this construct was targeted (of the 74 in data set A), and the change in mean value for the targeted
and non-targeted set. There is a significant increase for susceptibility, skills and emotions.

9.6

Discussion

In this section the results from Section 9.5 are discussed in relation to the hypotheses H1-H3.
We will start with a few general remarks about the functioning of the system, then discuss the
hypotheses in order. To begin, there were no major problems during the experiment. All 82
participants could install the eMate app without issues and everyone received a welcome message
upon the first successful connection with the server. There were no crash reports filed for the
eMate app at any time. For 10 of the 82 people (12%) who started the study, the interface of the
newly developed widget was slightly malformed, but still fully functional. We received 3 crash
reports in total for the widget, but upon investigation, the cause of the reports did not hamper
the functioning of the widget (which was confirmed by the participants). For the duration of
the study there was no downtime for any of the eMate servers (website, database). There was
a technical difficulty with parsing some of the answers options of a number of questions for
constructs at the second and third level of the model (e.g., social norms or attitude, but not selfefficacy). As a result, some answers resulted automatically in a value lower than 5 (regardless
of whether it actually was low). Luckily, the impact was limited because this did not happen
for constructs at the first level (e.g. awareness, motivation, commitment). This means that it
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only affected constructs that were above a first-level construct that was already identified as a
hypothesis (for only then were they used in the reasoning process, see Algorithm 1. Moreover,
because of the way the targets were chosen (see Section 9.3) participants would not be targeted
solely on that construct.

9.6.1

Hypothesis 1

We expected eMate to identify and accurately target the problematic constructs for an individual.
We found that all 415 messages that were received by coachees correctly targeted a problematic
construct for each individual. Moreover, the mean value of constructs that were targeted were
significantly lower compared to the mean of constructs that were not targeted. In light of this
evidence, we confirm H1.
Although preliminary, the results on calculation and prediction of the construct values are
encouraging. For all constructs, the straightforward strategy max seems a reasonably good fit
to calculate the value, except for motivation. This could indicate that people’s motivation has a
negative bias: motivation is more likely to be influenced by negative input that positive input.
However, more work is needed to confirm this.

9.6.2

Hypothesis 2

H2 stated that eMate’s interventions do not have a negative effect on the constructs for coachees.
Contrary to H2, two constructs significantly decreased, namely social norms and commitment.
We suspect that the difference for social norms is caused by initial overly optimistic answers by
the coachees. It is quite plausible that before the experiment, people had never thought about
social support regarding taking the stairs.1 As a result, they could have overestimated the social
support because of attribute substitution (Kahneman and Frederick, 2002): other examples of
social support easily come to mind, so people judge that the social support for this activity is
likely to be high. However, after a period of four weeks of monitoring their stairs use, they would
have had a much more realistic picture of the social support they received.
With regard to commitment, the table shows that commitment was extremely high. This
is not surprising, seeing how people had just committed themselves to a month of monitoring
their stairs use. Overall, it is encouraging to see that only 7 people (less than 10% of the total
sample) were less committed after the experiment. The significance of the decrease can be
explained by the fact that we used a Y/N question to measure commitment.2 Even people who
were only slightly tired of monitoring their stairs use had no other choice but to answer that
they were no longer committed. In future work, commitment will be measured with a more
fine-grained measure. In all, H2 has to be rejected. However, it should be stressed that there
are no indications that the decreases in the constructs discussed above were caused by adverse
effects of the interventions.
Lastly, most coachees stayed the same with regard to awareness and commitment. This is
easily explained by the fact that all but one coachee gave the highest possible ranking for awareness, and all coachees gave the highest ranking for commitment at the start of the experiment
(see the means of these constructs in Table 9.4). The result for severity and threat can be explained by considering the problem domain: people consistently (and accurately) judged not
taking the stairs as only a small risk to their health. The fact that severity was judged to be
1

In fact, several participants informally mentioned during the intake procedure that they found questions about
social support in relation to stairs use strange.
2
The difference was also significant with a Wilcoxon signed rank test, p-value = 0.041.
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low was corroborated by the analysis that examined only the set of problematic constructs with
regard to improvement. It was shown that almost all participants scored low on severity and that
it was not significantly improved, while all other problematic constructs improved significantly
after use of the system. We suspect that this finding is not related to eMate but inherent to the
domain.

9.6.3

Hypothesis 3

H3 posited that targeting improves model constructs (compared to those who were not targeted) and the stage of change. We found that taking into account all participants, there were
no significant improvements of the stages. However, there were significant improvements when
considering 1) only those participants who had used the widget regularly, or 2) only those participants who could improve their stage. The first result may be an indication that using the widget
to monitor stairs use was an important part of the intervention. This idea is supported by the
fact that coachees reported the use of the widget to be the most motivating aspect of the system
(median answer: ‘quite’). The second result shows that for the group for which improvement
was feasible, their interventions were successful.
With respect to the change in targeted constructs, several observations can be made. On
average, the targeted constructs significantly increased compared to the non-targeted constructs.
This change was particularly large for the constructs susceptibility, skills or emotions. Furthermore, the constructs that were targeted most often (motivation, barriers, severity, social norms)
showed no significant improvement, which suggests that eMate indeed chose to target those
constructs that were problematic. These results suggest that either eMate has particularly good
capabilities for improving people’s (thoughts about their) susceptibility, skills and emotions, or
that these are the constructs that are most easily influenced. Future work could examine this
more closely and adapt the reasoning mechanism in order to benefit from this knowledge, for
example by introducing construct parameters of changeability. In regards to H3, we find that the
results on the improvement in stage and of the targeted constructs support the hypothesis.

9.7

Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has presented an extensive, monthlong evaluation study of the eMate system and
the underlying COMBI model of behavior change. We found that eMate accurately identifies
and targets the problematic constructs in the model and that targeting positively influences the
problematic constructs for non-adherence. Contrary to initial expectation, two constructs had
decreased after the intervention. Overall, however, there were no indications that the coaching
had adverse effects. In fact, we found that targeting by eMate improves construct values and
promotes stage progression. We conclude that the eMate system can be successfully used to
target causes of non-adherence and that employing eMate promotes behavior change.
Many challenges for future work remain open; we shall name a few. First, eMate will have
to be evaluated in other domains to further establish its worth as a versatile system for behavior
change. Second, the computational model will be used to predict the construct values, in line
with the method that was discussed in Section 9.5.1. More advanced mathematical combination
functions will be used to derive construct values from other construct values. An P
example could
be a dynamic approach where state transitions will be derived by Vt+1 = Vt +⌘[ f ( !n Vn ) Vt ]·
t, where ⌘ is a learning parameter and f a combination function that specifies how thresholds
are handled. Parameter tuning methods will be deployed to find optimal parameter values for
prediction. Third, the system can be extended to learn to which of the persuasive techniques
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that are incorporated in the messages (e.g., authority, familiarity, social comparison) the user
responds best. The system can then adaptively pick those that provide optimal support for the
user.
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